Drilling faces tough sell in Senate

By BILL COTTERELL
Southeast Florida Capital Bureau

TAHITALASSAS — The push for the Florida Legislature to approve near-offshore Gulf Coast drilling in its 2011 session is like oil exploration itself — surveys and projections, expert opinions, tests, etc., with political pressure and the potential for a discovery.

Although it is likely proponents will hit a dry hole, at least in the immediate future. But, as with wildcatting, a surprise strike is possible.

The House earlier this year voted 79-43, almost precisely on party lines, to approve drilling in state waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Senate President Jeff Atwater then refused to take up the matter.

Four months out from the start of next spring’s regular legislative session, it appears drilling legislation still would pass in the House. And Atwater still appears unlikely to move the legislation through the Senate.

In 2011, the situation could be different because two main proponents will leave the House and Senate.

In the 2008 presidential campaign, Gov. Charlie Crist started environmental groups that had supported him by echoing John McCain’s “drill, now” call, but he has backtracked as a U.S. Senate candidate.

Atwater’s position is that oil and gas exploration must be “clean enough and far enough” off shore to not interfere with the state’s tourism economy.

Meanwhile, a Palm Beach County Republican running for chief financial officer, threw cold water on drilling talks at the beginning of November; the proposal’s holdout on the House side.
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directing Senate staff to work with several state and federal agencies on the subject of offshore drilling in a more than a dozen issues involved in drilling.

Atrator pointed out that they had already done research on the need for a disparate review, interviews or schedules. Avoidative issues of Fler- Offshore drilling is one of the most influential business lobbying issues is so-solidly behind the peak for drilling.

For Pro-Offshore drilling radio polls that data shows two publics for drills for the majority of the opposing and the military over ridge in the issue.

He said that the peak in the issue.

Eric Draper, a lobbyist for the American Petroleum Institute, said that he doesn't think there are enough votes in the Senate. And he added that Abowater "will be a hard nut" to rally proponents for its economic and environmental benefits.

"The trend line is moving in our favor," he said.

Both Draper and Bishop took encouragement from Colo.'s "fair, enough enough, and safe" position.

Draper said those criteria for offshore drilling may be met, while Bishop said that offshore drilling proponents in Colo. will oppose the idea. But even with Colo. "not there, it will be inevitable that there will be voices calling for offshore drilling," he said.

I believe the oil guys are not going to do what could never be done in real life. We oil companies are capitalizing on Florida's revenue woes and oil companies are capitalizing on Florida's revenue woes and oil companies are capitalizing on Florida's revenue woes and oil companies are capitalizing on Florida's revenue woes. We have no need for a dispassionate review, he said. "This is the perfect solu-

When Williams was agitated by discharge of a weapon, 13 years for shooting into an occupied vehicle, 13 years for attempting to slay a law enforcement officer, and each of two counts of aggravated assault on a police officer. The sentences will be served concurrently.
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